
 
Write Turn is a six-month mentorship of uniquely tailored sessions to help you peel back the layers and reveal 
your passions, strengths, and gifts. Discover who you are, determine why you’re here, and get support in where

you are going. Together, we'll explore aspects of yourself through a series of creative workshops. 

Who You Are

Where You're Going

Why You're Here

We explore your dreams, aspirations, and inner child 
using mind mapping tools, writing prompts, and vision boards.

We explore your gifts, reveal your strengths, and uncover 
your purpose using Visual Explorer cards. 

We explore what tools you need to support your path using a series of 
questions to find the best resources for you. 

Each  mentorship is designed for a period of six months 
to build, inspire, and transform through a process. 

All workshops are created from exploring these three questions.  

write turn

mentorship



SONGWRITING WORKSHOP 

BYRON KATIE:  MIND OVER MATTER

EMPATH SURVIVAL GUIDE

Based on Dr. Judy Orloff's book, The Empath Survival Guide, you will learn valuable 
tools to help you navigate life as an empath. We'll practice exercises and integrate what 

works for you into your daily life.  

ANGER ROOM 

Anger is one of our most powerful emotions. You will safely release  
your anger in a room of pillows then we'll reflect on strategies to  

harness the energy for good in your life. 

Music can teach us so much about our emotions. In this workshop, you will write a 
song with your guitar made up of stream of consciousness free write exercises you piece 

together to form the lyrics. 

Byron Katie is a world-renowned teacher that brought the world, The Work. Learn 
about the four questions and practice using The Work for a period of 8 weeks examining 

stressful thoughts in your life.  

PAINT AND BE FREE

Standing next to a canvas the size of your body and feeling the brush paint the colors of 
your world is nothing short of magical. We'll be using process painting techniques to 

explore your greatest challenge. 

 In this workshop, we'll follow writing prompts to write your story. We'll include scenes from 
your life and you'll get to write your own ending.  Learn nonfiction writing craft tools, journal 

writing techniques, and experience a shift in perspective. 

WRITE YOUR STORY

sample workshops        
  

$45/hr. 

1.5 - 2hrs a week


